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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a study about an autonomous photovoltaic system making use of the
novel Lithium Iron Phosphate as a battery pack for isolated rural houses. More
particularly, this paper examines the behavior and efficiency of a low-cost isolated
photovoltaic system for typical rural houses near Luena in Angola. The proposed system
(solar panel, batteries, controller, and inverter) has been projected having in mind the
required household daily load of 1,300 Wh and available solar irradiance. The initial
batteries charging revealed to be essential to not only ensure a long battery life but using
a balanced pack it was possible to achieve more stored energy. On-site, the
polycrystalline solar panels used showed a daily average efficiency of 10.8%, with the
total system having 75% efficiency. This result was adjusted to the average temperature
in Angola. This way, it was made an extrapolation to the monthly irradiation values in
Angola. The results achieved showed good energy production during almost all year
except January and December, which revealed critical production values of 1,356 Wh
and 1,311 Wh, respectively. These values are too close to the daily consumed energy and
indicate the addition of a 2nd alternative source of energy (wind generator, diesel
generator, etc.) to be explored further.

KEYWORDS
Angola, Autonomous/Off-grid photovoltaic system, System efficiency, Lithium iron
phosphate battery.

INTRODUCTION
Electrical energy is a fundamental need for the economic growth and well-being of a
developing society. Particularly, basic human needs demand electricity for household
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usages such as refrigeration and lightning. As shown in a 2010 background paper of the
World Bank Group energy sector strategy [1], it was estimated that in 2008 nearly
1.5 billion people had no access to electricity. Some 35% of those without electricity live
in rural areas, mainly in North and Sub-Saharan Africa. From these, the International
Energy Agency has estimated in 2009 [2] Burkina Faso, the Democratic Republic of
Congo, Malawi, Mozambique, Tanzania and Uganda were among the countries with a
rural access rate below 5%.
In [3], Tanzania and Mozambique were studied concerning the most important
drivers and barriers for their rural electrification. The main driver found was political
priority supported by government campaigns and programs. However, barriers as a
strong dependency on foreign supporters and country’s institutional disorganization were
identified. More recently, a more specific study was made for Ghana [4]. Drivers were
identified for electrification: economic structure, urbanization, income and energy prices.
For these, Ghana population is inclined to pay between 7% and 15% of their salary to
have a 24-hour supply of electricity. Hence, a complete removal of subsidies on
electricity tariff in Ghana must be avoided. It would decrease significantly a household’s
electricity consumption, especially those with lower salaries.
In general, the Sub-Saharan Africa is the region most studied concerning rural
electrification. A very recent review [5] points that scholars of this area see renewable
energy technologies as the best option for remote regions far from the national grid on
countries located in that area. The study also revealed that not only environmental and
undoubtedly social benefits are implied, but off-grid solutions will be the most
cost-competitive.
Different from previous studies that are focused at specific locations, a global
approach to Africa’s present and future power systems development is presented in [6].
Here, a set of electricity supply-demand scenarios-based models was employed to verify
mainly the most efficient options and their cost-accessibility levels for African countries.
Similar to the previous studies, the main conclusion was that all current energy policies
implemented or in execution will take more than two decades to end energy poverty for
only the Sub-Saharan Africa. The solution pointed out is to use Africa renewable energy
resources because they are capable of providing faster access to electricity for all,
particularly for the rural areas.
At this point, it is clear that for rural areas of developing African countries, the access
to grid electricity continues to be very deficient. This happens once the distances
involved are very large and until now do not justify the investment for supplying small
populations. However, focus on rural electrification cannot wait because it aims to give
people better-living conditions at low cost, with the certainty that there will be no short or
medium term return, but those conditions will make all the difference in the development
of the country. In this context, off-grid systems have been pointed out as the best solution.
Mandelli et al. [7] has systematized off-grid systems for rural electrification in five
extents:
• Concerning the technology employed: layout and components;
• Models and methodologies for simulation and components sizing;
• Economic feasibility analyses;
• Case studies analyses.
In [8], a case study in Uganda looked for an optimum sizing methodology that could
be applied to design an off-grid rural electrification system. That methodology was based
on a solar Photovoltaic (PV) system plus a battery energy storage system that had to take
into account not only the technical specificities but also economic costs in the medium
term. Baurzhan et al. [9] proposes and tests a cost model that is also based on a similar
solar PV plus batteries system but treating both cases for off- and on-grid situations. They
show that, despite decreasing global costs in PV systems, in Sub-Sahara Africa costs
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continue to be higher, mainly caused by the relatively high political and financial risks.
Recent papers [10, 11] started to show that in terms of its better cost-benefit performance,
it is today more logical to promote off-grid solar than grid-based electrification.
Financing off-grid electrification in Africa remains the real challenge today. Not only
public funds need to be available, but also an economic and political atmosphere is
needed for the creation of mainly private micro-finance groups. In this direction,
Bhattacharyya [12] also concluded that it is urgent to remove investment barriers
searching for collaborations, sharing different experiences. Some financing structures
were proposed in [13] where the private sector is pointed as the main source of financing
capital since public capital is still very limited for a fast development of African
electrification.
Despite its huge natural resources (mostly hydro potential), Angola is a country put in
in this context, with a per-capita energy consumption below the average in Africa.
As shown in [14], despite the large investments in its power-generation capacity until
2009 (mainly from hydroelectric power), Angola continues to present a very unreliable
power transmission and distribution grid to guarantee a robust and stable electrical
connection. The power grid is still very limited supplying only the big cities. It is
estimated that in Angola less than 20% of the population has access to energy [15] and
the power grid is still very limited supplying only the main cities.
There are groups of diesel generators that run on local networks to supply industries
located in remote places, with problems of continuous electricity supply. The prolonged
drought has also affected the river flows, which in turn force electricity production to stop.
Also, as stated in [16], the dependence of the price of diesel fuel and its transportation
costs, which despite being relatively low compared with European countries, are
continually growing due to the decrease of natural resource reserves.
Off-grid PV installations are the key for a future distributed generation in Africa [17],
which will allow autonomy of a household at a low infrastructure cost. The full autonomy
depends on the energy storage, its efficient management and control being the key to
ensure a long operation period.
It is in this context that this paper designs and tests the behavior and efficiency of a
low-cost isolated (autonomous, off-grid or stand-alone) PV system with the novel
Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4) battery storage, for the rural area near Luena in
Angola. The system (solar panel, batteries, controller and inverter) is designed having in
mind the required household load and solar energy available. These determine the sizing
of the PV panels’ nominal power, LiFePO4 battery pack storage capacity, the energy
monitoring system, as well as the power of the inverter.
The main points studied in this paper can be summarized as:
• Definition of the energy pathways in an autonomous photovoltaic home system
(recognition of the involved elements);
• Identification of the typical consumers profiles on a small residential building in
Angola. Based on this, projection of the nominal values of each element that
constitutes the system regarding the typical rural consumer profile;
• Cost-benefit analysis of the system in the study by verification and analysis of
total experimental system efficiency results;
• Study and test of the behavior of the novel LiFePO4 batteries under load when
used in a group as a battery pack.
METHODS
Autonomous PV systems with battery energy storage are constituted by a string of PV
panels, a solar regulator/controller to monitor the batteries’ voltage levels and the battery
pack. The energy produced by the PV panels is delivered to the loads, and the surplus
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energy is stored in the batteries. The stored energy may be used during the night when
there is no solar radiation. Consequently, the batteries must have enough capacity to feed
the load during the night and/or on low solar radiation days. The regulator has the ability
to cut-off the PV and also cut-off the consumers supply according to the battery voltage
levels. While the use of Direct Current (DC) loads may avoid the use of an inverter, its
efficiency and consumption in standby reduce the amount of available power to the loads.
However, the use of DC loads is not very common and this equipment is always more
expensive than Alternating Current (AC) equipment.
Two configurations are possible: connect the inverter to the solar regulator
(Figure 1a) or directly to the batteries (Figure 1b). The use of an off-grid inverter is
required when using AC loads. Solar regulators are usually projected for currents up to
50 A. Therefore, in case of loads without high current peaks, the inverter can be
connected to the solar regulator as shown in Figure 1b. However, using a Battery
Management System (BMS) commanding and monitoring the batteries as shown in
Figure 1c, the PV system becomes more reliable and economical. In Figure 1c, the
straight lines represent a direct connection and the dashed lines the control unit. The PV
panels and the inverter operate at the rated voltage of the batteries and the BMS monitors
each cell or the whole battery pack electrical parameters. The BMS actuates the relays
opening and closing the circuit if the batteries go over or undercharging. The inverter has
also its own protection like short-circuiting, under and over voltage, however, it should
be ensured that the inverter and BMS actuation voltages do not conflict.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1. Block diagrams of different autonomous PV systems: an inverter connected to the solar
regulator (a); inverter connected to the battery (b)

The AC loads are usually constituted by electrical motors, lights, TVs and other
equipment with high starting currents that produce prohibitive currents on the DC side.
These peaks may reach 100 A in the battery pack and go through the solar regulator.
To avoid such currents in the regulator, a direct connection of the inverter to the batteries
is a possible solution, as shown Figure 1b. Using this configuration, the regulator may
connect/disconnect the PV panels and the DC loads. The inverter acts as a regulator,
being the under-voltage protection for the batteries and thus disconnecting the AC loads.
In this case, the efficiency of the inverter has to be taken into account because it might be
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working at 20% of its nominal power since an oversizing of inverter rated power is
necessary due to power peaks. The choice between the two different typologies
(Figure 1) will thus depend on the cut off parameters of the inverter and also of regulator
rated current.
There are several possible processes to project an autonomous PV system. Processes
differ in the initial condition that will affect the design of the remaining components:
• Maximum daily energy calculation;
• Maximum power consumption calculation;
• Number of PV modules calculation;
• Battery capacity calculation.
To scale a PV system it is necessary to know the average radiation values at the
installation site. To determine these values radiation PVGIS software was used.
This software allows to estimate online the PV solar energy for isolated or grid-tied
systems within the European and African continent and uses Google Maps® to choose the
location.
The maximum daily energy calculation process must consider the following steps:
• Determine the daily energy consumed by the loads;
• Calculate the energy production of the PV modules at a given tilt (β) and azimuth
angle (γ);
• Estimate the peak power of the PV modules;
• Calculation of the battery parameters;
• Selection of the solar regulator;
• Selection of the autonomous or off-grid inverter.
Battery Management System
The BMS is the solar regulator in Figure 1c, used to monitor the battery pack.
The straight lines represent a direct connection and the dashed lines the control ones.
The most important feature in any application is to ensure no battery damage.
A BMS is an electronic monitor device which controls the status of individual cells and
pack. In order to protect and maximize battery pack’s lifetime, the cell temperature,
voltage and current are measured. To provide a better performance, the State of Charge
(SoC) and eventually the State of Health (SoH) are estimated and different balancing
strategies can be used depending on the system application. They are usually bottom or
top balancing as it will be further analyzed in more detail.
The BMS actuates the relays opening and closing the circuit if the batteries go over or
under the safe ranges of temperature, voltage and SoC ranges.
Lithium Iron Phosphate batteries
Energy production is the basis for the working time capacity of an autonomous
system which additionally requires energy storing, in other words, batteries. Within the
range of available chemical types, lithium type has high electrochemical potential which
makes it one of the most reactive of metals. These properties give lithium the potential to
achieve very high energy and power densities in many applications such as automotive
and PV.
LiFePO4 have some advantages compared with other lithium battery types but some
working constraints. Lithium cells tend to have a different SoC when used in groups
(connected in series or parallel) and submitted to several charge/discharge cycles.
Enumerating some of the reasons, this could happen due to external temperature
differences, cell’s impedance differences or capacity manufacturing differences.
The SoC of each cell individually is not detected by any SoC measuring instruments.
As pointed in [18], the strategy to have the SoCs as close as possible is to do what is
called balancing which should always depend on system application and is generally
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done by a BMS. Protecting a single cell has a certain complexity, protecting a battery
(a series string) is harder [19], cell voltages do not divide equally, temperatures vary, etc.
The higher the protection, the higher the system cost, for this reason, the project is a
balance between costs and capabilities as usual.
In summary, batteries used in autonomous PV systems must have reduced
maintenance, long service time, reduced self-discharge and high energy efficiency, high
storage capacity and power density, good performance/price relation, and protection
against the occurrence of hazards to the environment and health. LiFePO4 has the best
thermal stability compared with Lithium Cobalt Oxide (LiCoO2), Lithium Ion
Manganese Oxide (LiMn2O4), Lithium Nickel Cobalt Aluminium Oxide
(LiNiXCoXAlYO2) types, being thus appropriate to photovoltaic applications [20].
Regarding the charging/discharging characteristic in Figure 2, the main conditions that
should be verified for LiFePO4 batteries are:
• The voltage of the cell should not exceed 3.65 V when charging and 2.5 V when
discharging. In Figure 2, OCV is the Open Circuit Voltage of the battery;
• The lifetime of the cells will be drastically reduced if charged outside the range
0 °C ~ 40 °C and discharged outside the range −20 °C ~ 60 °C;
• Cell’s lifetime will be reduced if charged/discharged at current rate higher than
30% of the capacity (0.3 C).

Figure 2. LiFePO4 typical curves [7]

To estimate the batteries’ SoC the Coulomb counting technique may be used, which
simply indicates the remaining capacity of the battery by using electric current
integration according to the coulomb counting equation [21] as follows:
SoC = SoC −

×

(1)

Parameter SoC0 is the initial SoC, η is the Coulomb efficiency, Cn is the battery
estimated capacity and i(t) is the current. The Coulomb counting is usually combined
with other sensors, such as voltmeters to measure the battery voltage and calibrate the
SoC to improve the lack of precision of the current sensors. Cells usually have slightly
different capacities, for this reason the cell with the smallest capacity dictates the
capacity of all the battery pack [20].
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Another important fact to consider is that new lithium iron phosphate batteries are
usually partially charged from the factory but due to transport, climate and environment
conditions, the cells’ SoC are different at the moment of assembling. When assembling
the cells in a series string it is necessary to balance them so they can have a similar
charging/discharging profile.
Off-grid inverter
For any PV system, the off-grid inverter is the essential electronic device that
converts low voltage DC from the battery to the 100 V-120 V or 220 V-240 V AC signal
from the grid. Pure sine wave inverters have a Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) lower
than 3% which was confirmed experimentally. The efficiency of the inverter is obtained
as follows:
=

=

[%]

(2)

Figure 3 shows in advance† the typical experimental characteristic of a 1,500 W pure
sine wave off-grid inverter. The curved plots its efficiency for different loads.
The efficiency ranged from 84-90% between 200-300 W (peak load of 250 W) with the
highest value at 800 W (50% of the nominal).
100

Efficiency [%]
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200
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Figure 3. Typical off-grid inverter characteristic with a purely resistive load

Angola case-study
The case study presented in this section is Angola – a country on the west coast of
Africa in a tropical zone in the latitude range of 6 to 17°S and 12 to 23°E longitude range.
More particularly, the rural interior zone of Luena at 11° 47' 31.3''S and 19° 54' 30.1''E is
studied in more detail.
Angola is a country with a large energy gap, 250 kWh/per capita, which places it
behind the average per-capita consumption in Africa. According to the Angolan ministry
of energy and water, there is a need for implementation of solar photovoltaic systems in
rural zones, for electrification of social infrastructure, including schools, medical centers
and administrative buildings.
In Angola, the global solar irradiation is above 2,000 kWh/m²/year, especially in the
interior and south areas. Table 1 represents the averages irradiances at the horizontal
(GHI) (kWh/m2/year) and Tilted plane (GTI) (kWh/m2/day). Term D/G is the annual
ratio of the total radiation arriving at the ground which is due to diffuse radiation.
†

The inverter was tested during the experimental run
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Variables GTI and GHI are the most important radiations to projects using PV panels and
when tilted to the optimum angle some annual mean gains may be observed relative to the
horizontal position. For this reason, GTIopt is the radiation value to be considered.
Table 1. Average annual GHI, GTIopt and D/G in some Angolan cities
(source: http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pvgis/imaps/index.htm)
Location
Luanda
Luena
Huambo
Lubango
Namibe

GHI [kWh/m2/day]
5,600
5,870
5,870
6,070
6,370

GTIopt [kWh/m2/day]
5,650
6,100
6,120
6,360
6,540

D/G
0.38
0.33
0.33
0.29
0.28

Regarding Angola climate characteristics, Figure 4 represents the daily average GHI
and GTIopt (irradiation) for each month in Luena city. According to this database, the
optimal inclination for Luena area is 19 degrees (annual mean).

Figure 4. Daily mean solar radiation values in Luena, Angola
(source: PVGIS Climate-SAF database 2001-2012)

Luena registered the lowest values in the rainy season from November to March and
the highest in the dry season from April to October. This result goes in line with the rest
of the country. The annual GHI average is 5,870 Wh/m²/day and the GTIopt is
6,100 Wh/m²/day resulting in a gain of 3.92% at the optimally inclined plane.
Temperature and sunshine hours. The geographical position of Angola provides a
radiation of 10 to 12 hours per day during the entire year. Table 2 lists some annual mean
climate conditions for Angola region. The annual mean sunshine hours range from 2,200
to about 2,400 hours and the mean temperatures from 19 to 25 °C.
Table 2. Average annual GHI, GTIopt and D/G in some Angolan cities
(source: http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pvgis/imaps/index.htm)
Location
Luanda
Luena
Huambo
Namibe

Alt. [m]
74
1,357
1,700
44

Climate
Subtropical thorn woodland
Subtropical moist forest
Subtropical moist forest
Subtropical desert
136

Min/av/max temp. [°C]
22/25/28
14/21/28
12/19/26
17/21/33

Sunshine [h]
2,340
2,464
2,401
2,230
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The dry season has more than 260 hours of sunshine per month and the rainy season
reduces to 150-160 hours. The monthly average temperatures in Luena, Angola are
represented in Figure 5. The lower temperatures are registered in the dry season between
May and September (Tmin = 9 °C, Timed = 18 °C, Tmax = 26 °C). The higher temperatures
between September and March occur at the cloudy season when the days are longer.

Irradiation [kWh/m 2/day]

35
30
25
20
15
Tmax
Tmed
Tmin

10

5
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Month

Figure 5. Average temperatures in Luena, Angola

Rural house characteristics and load. In this work, the considered electrical load for a
standard rural house in Angola is shown in Table 3. To proceed with the future sizing, the
average hours of utilization of each load was estimated. The refrigerator has a particular
way of working, on an on-off regime, which makes it more difficult to know the
corresponding utilization time at full load. For this reason, the energy consumption of a
typical refrigerator was measured in the laboratory.
Table 3. Electrical loads for a standard house in Angola
Device
Refrigerator
CRT TV 13’’
Incandescent lamps

Nominal power [W]
100
40
60

Utilization hours [h]
4-7
2
5

To perform a more accurate project, one replica of the rural house electrical
consumers was done in the laboratory. The active power and power factor of each load
were obtained and are presented in Table 4.
Due to the ON and OFF duty cycle of the refrigerator its energy consumption was
measured during a 24 h period. The refrigerator has 7 refrigeration levels, consuming
more energy for higher levels. Once it was not possible to simulate a diary use of the
refrigerator, the level 4 was chosen, instead of the typical level 3, to compensate the extra
consumption caused by the opening of the door on level 3.
Table 4. Electrical loads experimental power of standard house in Angola
Device
Refrigerator
CRT TV 13’’
Incandescent lamps

Nominal power [W]
100
40
60
137

Active power [W]
127
41
69.6

Power factor
0.6
0.674
1
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Figure 6 shows the average active power consumption of the refrigerator for a period
of 1 h at level 4 without opening of its door. In each hour, the refrigerator compressor is
active during four periods, each one of 4 minutes, at an average power of 127 W.
The power peaks occur when the compressor motor starts which will have to be
supported by the inverter. The total load diagram presented in Figure 7 shows the total
power consumption of the three previous loads for one day.
400
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Figure 6. Refrigerator load diagram (1 h) of the KENT 201E model
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Figure 7. Loads diagram for a standard house in Angola

The lights turn ON between 6:00 and 7:00 and from 18:30 to 22:30 according to the
hours before and after work in Angola. For a rural house it is estimated a 40 W TV, or
equivalent device, working for 2 hours a day from 20:00 to 22:00. The maximum power
of the system is 250 W between 20:00 and 22:00.
For the considered loads, their experimental daily energy consumption and hours of
use are presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Experimental loads energy consumption

Device
Active power [W] Utilization [h/day] Daily energy [Wh/day]
Refrigerator
127
6.9
880
CRT TV 13’’
41
2.05
84
Incandescent lamps
69.6
5
348
Total
237.6
5.52
1,312
The total daily consumption is approximately 1,300 Wh which should be taken into
consideration for the project. The use of individual loads independently is equivalent to a
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power of 238 W for 5.5 hours. Therefore the electrical consumers are characterized by a
daily energy consumption of 1,312 Wh and a peak power of 250 W.
Experimental set-up
The sun’s trajectory in the installation site can be obtained using SunEarth Tools
software [22]. At last, the optimal angle to be considered to any installation site in
Portugal can be estimated to be 35 degrees indicated in [23].
The autonomous PV system essays were performed in March 2015 with two
polycrystalline 225 W panels installed on top of the third floor of North tower building at
Instituto Superior Técnico (IST) (38° 44' 15.9''N and 9° 08' 17.6''W). The approximate
sun’s trajectory is shown in Figure 8. The solar maximum angle is 48° at 13:00, as
indicated using SunEarth Tools. The panels are oriented to the geographical south
(7° deviation from south to the west) with an inclination angle of β = 35° (optimal angle
generally used in Portugal).
The efficiency of the solar panel may be estimated knowing the temperature of the
cells. Better results for the efficiency are produced if taking into account the temperature
of the cells (Tc) and can be obtained experimentally using eq. (3), where ηSTC is the
efficiency of the panels at Standard Test Conditions (STC) conditions and γ
approximately −0.004/K for polycrystalline silicon cells:
=

!

[1 # $

%

−

!

]

(3)

Figure 8. PV installation site at IST and sun trajectory in March

Due to logistic problems, the PV panels were obliged to be mounted at roof’s
department (Figure 8 shows its location) where they are shaded only before 8:30 and after
14:30. This is caused by the building height (morning) and by the north tower building
(located right on the image of Figure 6), which reduces the solar radiation by at least
3 hours/day (afternoon). In the next plots, this shading effect will be indicated by a grey
shadow area below the graphic.
Figure 9 shows the major components of the experimental arrangement installed in
the laboratory. The battery pack is installed at the bottom of the experimental bench
(Figure 9a) and is connected to a relay in series (item 5 on Figure 9b), controlled by the
BMS controller (item 6). The relay is connected to the PV panels and the inverter main
circuit (item 4). The BMS uses a current sensor (item 7) to measure the current going in
and out of the battery pack. The PV panel’s circuit is protected by a 25 A DC fuse (item 2)
and may be manually switched on/off by a DC switch (item 3). Also visible in Figure 9b
are the data acquisition devices that perform data logging of the voltages of the system
(item 1).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9. The experimental set-up of the autonomous PV/battery storage system: complete
system view (a); up view with all elements numbered (b)

Batteries
Usually, the nominal operating voltage of the PV system can choose between 12 V,
24 V or 48 V. The working voltage chosen was 24 V instead of 12 V to decrease the
current on the cable and consequently the losses. The daily consumption in Ah is given
by eq. (4) which results in 54.17 Ah for UDC = 24 V. The battery sizing was computed as
in eq. (5), where ND is the number of reserve days (working days without sun). DODmax is
the maximum deeph of discharge of the battery which should be less than 80% so the
batteries can perform more than 2,000 cycles. The results give a 169.28 Ah battery bank
with the reserve days equal to 2.5:
&
+

, -.

'

=

=

&
[Ah]
(

& '×/
[Ah]
DOD234

(4)

(5)

Choosing a 180 Ah battery, the number of batteries needed is just one. The battery
capacity is added when the batteries are installed in parallel keeping the voltage and
remains the same when they are installed in series, adding to the voltage. In this case to
perform the 24 V, more batteries are needed in fact. Due to the nominal voltage of 3.2 V
of each LiFePO4 battery, 8 batteries were necessary in order to obtain the 24 V system.
Thus, in order to build a battery bank with 24 V and 169 Ah, eight batteries with 180 Ah
and 3.2 V are needed.
Initial charging of the batteries. The influence of the initial charge (after leaving the
factory) of all cells of a battery pack in the battery capacity was tested. Figure 10
illustrates a partial discharge test comparison between an unbalanced (Figure 10a) and
balanced (Figure 10b) initial charge battery pack, on a constant resistive load of 6 Ω.
For an ambient temperature of 15 °C and an initial voltage of 26.15 V, the two previous
partial discharge tests were done, until the BMS detected a voltage of 2.7 V in one cell.
Results are shown in Figure 10 for the unbalanced and balanced initial conditions.
Additionally, in Table 6, the energy capacities are compared.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Battery pack voltage during discharge on a constant resistive load of 6 Ω without (a);
and with initial balancing (b)
Table 6. Energy of the discharge tests in Figure 10

Unbalanced cells energy [Wh]
1,351

Balanced cells energy [Wh]
1,539

The initial charging produced an energy improvement of 12%, a clear gain in the
discharge time which suggests that the pack should be always charged before use.
Off-grid inverter
Choosing a slightly larger inverter could allow it to run cooler and can anticipate a
future load expansion. To understand what is the peak power of the loads involved the
transitory AC current of the inductive loads was measured. In Figure 11 is represented the
starting and the operating current of the refrigerator.
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Figure 11. Refrigerator starting current

The peak amplitude of the current is I = 9.2 A, resulting in a peak power of about
1,500 W. Considering the general fact the inverter may support twice its nominal power
for a small period, the minimum inverter power necessary is then 750 W.
The autonomous Photovoltaic/battery storage run – Lisbon, Portugal
Figure 12 shows in dotted-grey, the measured solar radiation on a horizontal surface
on 14th March 2015 at the IST meteorological station, which is installed on the top of the
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South Tower where the shading effect after 14:30 does not happen. The curve
fluctuations represent the passing of clouds. It also shows in black, the radiation incident
on the PV tilted plane (35°) calculated accordingly to the eq. (6) and Figure 13:
56_2-89:; =

56_'-< =
cos C D
sin A

56_'-< =
cos C D
cos C D 0°

1200

(6)

Horiz. Irradiance
Module Irradiance
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Figure 12. Total solar irradiance incident on a horizontal (dotted-grey) and 35° tilted plane
(black) on 14th March 2015

Figure 13. Solar rays on the referential of the PV panels

To simplify the calculations, the direct irradiance on the horizontal plane Gb_horiz was
substituted by the total horizontal irradiance measured at the IST meteorological station
once the diffuse radiation represents less than 10% of the total radiation.
The solar power is only injected into the batteries when the irradiance is available and
voltage of the panels is higher than the voltage of the batteries. Figure 14 shows the
evolution of the PV (black) and battery pack voltages (grey) during the day. The peaks
seen on the graph after 14:00 represent the opening of the charging relay when the
batteries are at full charge and voltage of one of the cells is above 3.5 V, remaining open
for approximately 10 minutes. The profile of the loads influences the voltage of the
batteries, mainly with the variations caused by the refrigerator.
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Figure 14. PV (black) and battery pack voltage (grey) on 14th March 2015

The refrigerator turns ON approximately every 15 minutes causing the battery voltage
to drop. After 14:30 the panels are shadowed, providing no power, the loads being fed
only by the batteries. The efficiency of the autonomous system (without the PV) was
experimentally calculated accordingly to eq. (7), taking into account the period from
14:15 of the previous day (batteries fully charged) to the next day, with the system
operating all day and night for the typical profile load in Figure 7. Typical values for the
efficiency of the BMS (ηBMS), batteries (ηBAT), inverters (ηinv) and cable losses (ηlosses) are
shown in Table 7:
GHG.,39.

+I!

×

+

×

×

:-GG;G

[%]

(7)

Table 7. Typical devices efficiencies

Device
BMS
Batteries
Inverter
Cables
Total

Efficiency
98%
> 99% (for I < 10%ln)
85%-90%
97% (for typical lengths)
About 81%

The charging of the battery pack was achieved in about 6 hours at 14:00. This charge
state was used as the reference point for the estimation of the efficiency once the system
took 23:45 h to discharge and charge again to the same voltage when the discharging was
started. Table 8 summarises the energy of the main components of the system.
Table 8. Daily energy of the different components

PV production
1,693 Wh

Injected in battery
1,600 Wh

Load consume Bat. + BMS + inverter losses
1,270 Wh
331 Wh

The losses on the DC cables added up to 93 Wh, 5% of the production, due to their
long length (about 100 m from the rooftop to the laboratory). These values result in a
mean daily efficiency of the system (cables + battery + BMS + inverter) of about 75% but
can be improved to 80% if typical lengths of 10 m are considered for the cables. Figure 15
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shows the influence of the ambient and the photovoltaic cell’s temperature on the
efficiency of the PV panels during its operation. Before analyzing the results, it is
important to say that the manufacturer indicates 13.6% efficiency at STC.
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Figure 15. PV module temperature and efficiency on 14th March 2015

At the beginning of the day, the panels work mainly with diffuse and reflected
radiation once the sun rays hit the panels close to 8:30 (shaded area) which makes an
eq. (6) meaningless for this case.
When the radiation focuses the panels with a considerable irradiance (600 W/m²) its
temperature increases considerably to 25 °C, the efficiency being 14.7% at 9:00.
The increase of the efficiency verified at this time of the day is slightly higher than the
efficiency of the manufacturer, once the clouds make the diffuse radiation component
increase considerably. The diffuse component is summed to the direct component,
increasing the total incident radiation for a cloudy test conditions study. This indicates
that eq. (6) does not work properly for more than 10% diffuse radiation conditions.
With clear sky after 11:00, the temperature of the cells increases to 40 °C, a consequence
of the increase of the radiation and ambient temperature. The fluctuations of the panels’
temperature are caused by the wind cooling effect. The average efficiency for the period
between 8:30 and 14:00 is 10.8%.
The autonomous Photovoltaic/Battery storage run – Luena, Angola
Since it is not possible to make experimental tests in Angola, it is important to
compare its radiation with the radiation in Portugal where the system was tested to assess
its viability and efficiency. This way it is possible to make an extrapolation of the energy
produced in Angola by correcting the real efficiency of the panels to the average ambient
temperature in Angola. The annual average temperature in Luena is 21.2 °C as opposed
to 16.3 °C in Lisbon (ΔT = 5 °C). The efficiency variation with ΔT = 5 °C is
approximately −0.3% accordingly to eq. (1). Consequently, for the energy production
estimation in Table 7, a PV efficiency of 10.5% is used (10.8% in Lisbon) and a system
efficiency of 80%, as the system tested in Lisbon may be improved by 5% using shorter
cables (less than 10 m). The irradiation values shown in Table 9 were obtained from [24]
for an optimal inclination angle of 19°.
On an average basis, even with a higher average ambient temperature than in Portugal,
and a consequent lower PV efficiency, the higher solar potential in Angola leads to
satisfactory energy production results. Analysing Table 6, we might conclude that only
January and December are critical with an energy delivered to the loads close to the
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1,300 Wh daily domestic consumption. Additionally, the estimated percentage of days
with fully discharged batteries is less than 5% for an autonomous PV system in Luena
with the following parameters: PV power 450 Wp, battery voltage 24 V, capacity 130 Ah,
discharge cut-off limit 35%, daily consumption 1,300 Wh, module inclination 19° and
orientation north (180°). This establishes that Angola has a high solar potential.
Table 9. Estimated energy available to the loads in Luena, Angola [24]

Month

Irradiation
[Wh/m²/day]

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
Jun.
Jul.
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Annual average

4,890
5,070
5,540
6,290
6,980
7,040
7,170
7,330
6,850
6,150
5,070
4,730
6,093

Energy on PV
panels area
[Wh/day]
16,137
16,731
18,282
20,757
23,034
23,232
23,661
24,189
22,605
20,295
16,731
15,609
20,105

PV production
[Wh/day]
1,694
1,757
1,920
2,180
2,419
2,439
2,484
2,540
2,374
2,131
1,757
1,639
2,111

Energy available
to the loads
[Wh/day]
1,356
1,405
1,536
1,744
1,935
1,952
1,988
2,032
1,899
1,705
1,405
1,311
1,689

Prototype costs
The system was built considering the project and is specified in more detail in
Table 10. The distance from the PV source to the batteries should be as low as possible
which may reduce the system costs. Although the design capacity of the battery is
approximately 180 Ah, at the time of purchase the highest capacity battery available at
the supplier’s store was 130 Ah.
Table 10. Total PV/battery storage system cost

2
50 × 2 m
8
1
8
1
1
1
1

Price with
VAT (EUR)
303
0.86 EUR/m
127.48
490.58
11.06
55.62
528.9
101
6.22

Total
(EUR)
606
86
995.84
490.58
88.48
55.62
528.9
101
6.22

Percentage of
budget [%]
20.0
2.8
32.9
16.2
2.9
1.8
17.5
3.3
0.2

1

68.2

68.2

2.3

3,026.8

100

Item

Units

225 W polycrystalline PV panels
DC aluminium cable 4 mm2
LiFePO4 batteries 3.2 V 130 Ah
123 BMS + Controllable relay
BMS board cell module
DC current sensor 100 A
1,500 W off-grid inverter
DC switch
Dead front fuse holders
Differential circuit breaker
In = 25 A, IΔn = 3 mA
Total

Thus the 130 Ah batteries were used for testing, reducing also the system costs that
way. To perform better with motor loads, the inverter must support its peak power. In this
case, the available inverter had a nominal power of 1,500 W, much higher than the
required one (peak power 3,000 W). The total 450 Wp system cost corresponds to a price
of 6.9 USD/W (6.3 EUR/W), inside the range of 2.7 to 20 USD/W reported by the
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International Energy Agency Photovoltaic Power Systems for the off-grid sector
(< 1 kW). The batteries with the BMS system correspond to half of the total cost.
DISCUSSION
On-site, the polycrystalline solar panels presented a daily average efficiency of 10.8%
and the autonomous system a 75% efficiency that can be improved by about 5% if the
panels are installed at a shorter distance (about 10 m) of the battery pack. The efficiency
of the PV panels experimentally obtained in Portugal was adjusted to the average
temperature in Angola so that it was made an extrapolation to the monthly irradiation
values in Angola. The results showed a high energy production during almost all the year,
except in January and December which revealed critical production values of 1,356 Wh
and 1,311 Wh, respectively. These values being close to the daily consumed energy,
the addition to the system of a 2nd alternative source of energy (wind generator, diesel
generator, etc.) is suggested. Another possible solution to improve performance in the
critical months is a manual change of the tilt angle of the panels in order to align them
with the sun. Using a ß = 0° tilt angle the irradiation may be 10% higher according to
PVGIS data.
The estimation method of direct solar radiation incident on the plane of the panels
(Gb_module) calculated from experimental measurements of radiation in the horizontal
plane on site (Gb_horiz), revealed a deviation of about 2.7% from the experimental value.
This value shows that the procedure used for the calculation is suitable for clear sky days.
However, this method has the limitation of not working properly when the solar angle is
close to zero.
With respect to the batteries, the initial charging revealed to be essential to ensure a
long life of the batteries and with a balanced pack, it is possible to increase the energy
storage capacity to about 12%. The control systems showed to be also related to the
performance of the batteries. These systems should consume the lowest power, as their
use must reduce the battery energy capacity to supply the installed sensors. This fact will
unbalance the batteries faster compared with a system without a battery management
system. The Depth of Discharge should not exceed 80% of the full charge, since if the
system is discharged for an extended period, BMS stand-by consumption, although small,
can cause the cells to go below the minimum voltage. However, the implications of this
idle power have not been verified experimentally once it would be necessary to measure
the cells capacity after some years of operation. The standby power of ©BMS123 is less
than 0.3 W (idle current < 10 mA). The control system had some limitations in reading
the output currents of the batteries. Since the inverter voltage input signal is a square
wave the current is not a constant DC value. This introduces small errors on the real SoC
Coulomb counting estimation method which may lead the controller to open the circuit
before the batteries are actually discharged. This may be fixed by calibrating the current
sensor offset or ignoring the estimation of SoC that could make the system simpler and
cheaper to implement. Nevertheless, the cells’ protection is ensured once the relays open
the circuit based on voltage signals which work properly.
On-site, the polycrystalline solar panels used showed a daily average efficiency of
10.8% and the total system a 75% efficiency which may be improved about 5%, if the
panels are installed at a distance lower than 10 m of the battery pack.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an autonomous PV energy supply system for a typical rural house
in Angola with the novel LiFePO4 batteries. One prototype of the system was built in the
Instituto Superior Técnico in Lisbon, Portugal, in order to be able to draw conclusions
about its performance and cost and extrapolate its results to the rural consumers in
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Angola. From the experimental results, it was concluded that the system would need to be
capable of feeding the previous typical rural consumers with an average consumption of
1,300 Wh/day.
The experimental tests performed revealed good results for the projected system,
the correct charging of the batteries and feed of the loads every day making the PV
system work for the consumer’s daily needs, even with the shadow constraint at the
installation site.
The consumer’s energy requires a minimum PV production of 1,625 Wh/day, the
excess produced energy charges the batteries. The panels showed an efficiency of 10.8%
and the system battery + BMS + inverter an efficiency of 80%. The number of reserve
days of the system is up to two days which gives a good chance to the batteries charge
again in a place with good sunshine index.
The batteries should be installed in a place as cool as possible to achieve the best
batteries’ capacity performance. Portugal has more constraints in the winter than Angola
during the rainy season due to Angola’s higher solar potential. Both sites require the
panel’s inclination angle adjustment during the less favorable months to reduce the risk
of system shutdown.
This paper shows that the cost of this system, 6.9 USD/W, is in the lower range of
off-grid solar autonomous systems used in Europe (2.7 to 20 USD/W). It is expected to
open new opportunities for further investigations which may improve with more detailed
methods of operation of these systems.
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daily energy required by the loads
solar irradiance
beam radiation
diffuse radiation
global radiation
module radiation or radiation incident on the
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reflected radiation
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current circulating in the battery pack
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peak power of the loads
minimum inverter power
total battery direct current voltage
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